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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At UMASS Medical School, we’ve been planning the frameworks for a data management curriculum targeted for undergraduate and graduate health science, science and engineering students.This curriculum has been developed into a series of seven course modules that are designed to be flexible enough to be used with undergrad and graduate students—and for students studying diverse science disciplines.This project is funded through an Institute of Library Services National Leadership Planning grant that we, in partnership with Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) were awarded in August 2010 and through funding from the NN/LM NER.  



Planning a Data Management Curriculum  

Joint project of the libraries at the University of 
Massachusetts Medical School and Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our two schools, UMMS and WPI are located just a few miles from each other in Worcester MA While there are some differences between our two schools:WPI’s focus is science, technology and engineering education to undergraduate and graduate students, while UMASS medical school is a graduate school with programs in medicine, biomedicine and grad. nsg., There are also some similarities: one being that student research projects play a key part in the educational missions at both our schools. Another similarity not just limited to UMMS and WPI, campuses everywhere are experiencing this— is the struggle to maintain the onslaught of researcher and student generated data. Our vision for developing a data mgt. curriculum is educating undergraduate and graduate students who are just beginning to engage in research—on the value of data, long-term benefits of sharing—and ingraining best practices in data management that will carry over into their future research work for years to come.



Education Committee 
•Faculty 
•Librarians 
•Graduate student 
•Consultants: curriculum, instructional 
design, evaluation 
 

 
 

Initial Planning  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of our first activities for this grant was to form an education committee to oversee the development of the curriculum. This committee is composed of representatives from UMMS and WPI:  librarians, research computing, science and medical faculty, and a graduate student.



Preliminary Activities 
 
• Literature search 
• Student interviews  
• Faculty interviews 
• Presentations by data librarians 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The early phase of planning included a literature search to see what data mgmt. courses could be found, interviews with undergraduate and graduate students at both schools to learn how they’re currently managing their data, faculty interviews to identify their perceptions of students’ learning needs. Our Education Committee has had the opportunity to hear several presentations from librarian data experts who have shared with us their experiences and lessons learned in  providing research data support services: their experiences have included conducting data reference interviews with researchers to understand their data management needs, consultations on data management plans planning the development of and working with institutional data repositories, and participating in campus-wide working groups to plan a cyberinfrastructure that will support sharing, accessing, and managing data generated by the campus research community.



Findings 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our findings from the literature search of data mgt. courses revealed that there are very few that are completely openly accessible. A few were targeted more towards students in information science or library programs, and others were geared towards data management specific to a discipline, such as marine biology or geosciences. We also did not find any that completely addressed the learning needs of science undergraduate students. Student responses to interviews about their data mgmt. practices were interesting. It was no surprise that many of the freshman undergrad students we interviewed had little awareness of the potential value that their research data might have to them or others in the future. Many of them used google docs or Excel spread sheets for group project data. They hadn’t considered storage needs, backups  or options for saving data in formats that wouldn’t become obsolete. We noted a wider range of attitudes and practices in additon to stories of data mishaps among graduate students –including lost paper lab notebooks, completely destroying public health data at the conclusion of research to avoid the possibility of inadvertently leaking personal information about research subjects,not knowing where to find data after graduate students who had been working in their lab had left the university or understanding the naming conventions that their colleagues were using Faculty reiterated some of these same issues when interviewed about how they perceived students data mgmt. competencies. They also expressed the concern that data management instruction could not be developed as a “one size fits all” program—as the data, terminology, instrumentation, and work culture varies widely from one discipline to another. Out of this concern came the suggestion that in developing a series of course modules, detailed research case scenarios that depict real life data management issues in diverse disciplines should be included in the course modules. 



Course Modules 

Module 6 
Archiving and Preservation 

Module 1 
Data: Types, Stages, and Formats 

Module 5 
Data Sharing and Reuse Policies 

Module 3 
Data Storage, Backup, and 

Security  

Module 4  
Legal and Ethical Considerations 

Introduction: 
Overview of Research Data 

Management  

Module 2 
Metadata 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From an analysis of the data management programs that we reviewed in the literature search and the responses to the student and faculty interviews, we were able to identify learning objectives and organize these learning objectives into lesson plans for course modules. This chart shows the course modules that make up the curriculum. Each of these course modules could be delivered in an online format, in person, or hybrid. This modular format allows for flexibility in directing appropriate instruction to specific groups. For example, for a class of undergrads working on their first research project, all 7 modules would be appropriate. Librarians leading a workshop for new faculty might want to deliver instruction on data management plans, security, naming, privacy and restrictions—thus would select modules that covered these concepts. And a medical student collecting personal data would need instruction from the introductory module, module 3 on storage and security, and module 4 on legal and ethical considerations. 



Research Case Scenarios 

• Aerospace engineering 
• Biomedical lab research 
• Clinical study on hip 

replacements 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To customize instruction to specific disciplines, we have met with faculty and discussed real life research scenarios that illustrate issues in data management. Education committee librarians and a consultant have written several case scenariost for diverse research settings and subjects. They’ve developed excerpts of them that can be enfolded into specific online modules to illustrate the concepts in those modules. For example, a research case scenario on aerospace engineering illustrates data ownership concepts for data generated via proprietary instrumentation and analyzed with student-created Matlab code.



Customizing Data Management 
Instruction 

 
• Mix and match modules as needed by discipline/course level 
• Provide lesson plans for diverse modes of delivery:  online, in 

person, hybrid 
• Case based activities and assessment  
• Readings 
• Assignments 
 
 
 



Next steps… 
 

• Develop a prototype online course module 
 
• Lesson plans and research case scenarios will 

be available online 
 

• With implementation funds: develop course 
content, pilot modules, develop data 
repository for data generated from student 
projects 

 
http://library.umassmed.edu/imls_grant.cfm 
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